GULIT
Song Samples:
Oceans Lie Between Us
Dreams in Heaven
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GULIT – that’s the real name of the man more known as Dj GULIT.
By 2001 Gulit was seriously fascinated with music and the process of its composing. Trance was the style he started playing his
tracks in. Small wonder: thoughtful, comprehensive music, as if saturated with catharsis, affords opportunity of declaring oneself in it,
and Andrei did it with satisfaction.
It is fair to say that in this music he saw his own reflection. Since his early childhood Andrei kept in his head various melodies
and voice parts, but he could not express them. When trance came into his life, he appraised it to be the best self-expression means.
In due course time Andrei Gulyaev decided to move on and to demonstrate his music to the public in order to popularize it. Just
so he settled upon placing his tracks on mp3.com. This internet resource offers an opportunity of demonstrating self-made tracks even for
those whose name in music industry is still not widely known.
Dj Gulit did not breathe easy himself yet he decided to place several tracks on the given website. In utter disbelief he saw his
compositions mounting up to the leading positions in TOP-40 music charts among undoubted hits like Madonna “Music” and Eminem
“Slim Shady”.
Success followed his tracks but after all Gulit did not hold out a hope of recording full-fledged songs together with a
professional vocalist. That idea was the sense of all his work for quite a long time. That’s why Dj GULIT in collaboration with Fler (a
female vocalist) eventually recorded several songs in English.
In 2004 the mutually recorded songs: “Free”, “Hold Me” and “Hop Go” appeared in several dance collections. The tracks were
worthily appraised by club music lovers. Fler’s voice flew into the music stream so smoothly that it seemed they were inseparable from
each other!
It should seem, here is a perfect start for further work, composing new music and never-ending experiments, but Dj GULIT’s
decision was unpredictable – he simply got out of sight for 7 years.
Coming into being as abruptly as he disappeared in 2011 Dj GULIT falls back on creating his incredibly emotional and
penetrating music. Now in his creations one may hear Euro Dance, Vocal Trance as well as R'N'B. At this rate his music becomes even
more transparent and popular with the public.
New songs were recorded in collaboration with Naj (another female vocalist). Her voice is not just beautiful – it fascinates, gets
directly into the heart and lives in memory for evermore.
In January 2012 Dj GULIT is going to present his label Gulit Records. Thus far two incredibly beautiful music videos for
tracks “Oceans Lie Between Us” and “Dreams in Heaven” have been released.
Gulit's tracks are exactly the same as he hears them in his head, and more precisely, in his heart. His songs are easy to
understand, they are open for everyone – love, intimate feelings – we can hear it in each note, in each melody composed by Dj GULIT.
Fancy that: his tracks combine not only beauty and melodiousness, but also the ability of making people dance, sensing each
note with their bodies and moving in unison with vibrations of his soul reflected in his music.

In the near future Dj GULIT is planning to release a new album consisting of 10 music compositions. Once 7 new songs are
released he is planning to organize the worldwide large-scale guest tour, so that to offer people the possibility of appraising his music
sounding not from dynamics but in close proximity to the creator.
The main objective of Dj GULIT’s music is harmony of tone and voice which results in holistic music compositions along with
the prefect sounding.
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